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In for example, one of our depression writers, Deborah Gray , wrote about how one of the generic versions of Wellbutrin
XL , Budeprion XL, did not perform as well as the name brand medication in terms of effectiveness. A study by
ConsumerLab. One more step Please complete the security check to access forums. Typically when one brings up this
topic of generic vs. There does not seem to be any clear cut consensus as to whether generics are always equivalent in
efficacy, quality and safety to name-brand medications despite reassurances from the FDA. Others will tell you that the
patients and consumers who share their concerns about generic medications are just complainers and are imagining
things. And in cases where there is no generic version available some insurance companies are finding ways to refuse
paying for the brand name drugs outright. Merely Me , Community Member. Tell us your story. If you are on a personal
connection, like at home, you can run an anti-virus scan on your device to make sure it is not infected with malware.
One of the problems with this particular generic version of Wellbutrin XL was that the active ingredient was released
too early leaving patients more susceptible to undesirable side effects including lowering the threshold for seizure
activity. Or do you feel that there is little to no difference? We value your thoughts and opinions. Is There a Difference?
Insurance companies often switch you to the generic version of your medication and sometimes without even informing
you. What can I do to prevent this in the future? As reassuring as this seems there are still people who are not convinced
that generics equal the quality of a name-brand product.Sep 6, - coraktp 18 Jun The original answer was just plain false,
especially for Wellbutrin XL. The original government studies that showed generics to be of the same quality as name
brand drugs were done over 30 years ago when almost all generic medicines were manufactured in the US. Today
almost all Wellbutrin - Which generic brand hs been noted as the. Jul 17, - We had hoped that problems with generic
Wellbutrin (bupropion) were behind us. I have been taking Budeprion XL mg for three months instead of Wellbutrin XL
mg. Eventually hundreds of people wrote to say that Budeprion XL and some other generic bupropion products were.
Mar 26, - She was not impressed, and stated that the number of complaints about generic Wellbutrin was too low to
justify concern. When I told her there Legitimate reasons include intolerance of the generic, that the generic was
ineffective, or that the patient had stabilized only on brand-name. There is a human. Oct 10, - Teva halted shipments of
generic Wellbutrin, called Budeprion XL, after the FDA said the popular antidepressant is not as effective as marketed.
Feb 22, - There has been a lot of debate about the use of generic drugs vs. brand names. Are generics really as effective?
It pays to be informed since, according to the FDA, nearly 8 in 10 prescriptions filled in the United States are for generic
drugs. The use of generic drugs is expected to grow over the next few. Apr 15, - But his case spotlights the possible
dangers of a generic medication that isn't actually equivalent to the name-brand original. The drug Richards took is Teva
Pharmaceutical USA's milligram version of extended-release buproprion -- an antidepressant better known by its brand
name, Wellbutrin XL. I have to continue my Wellbutrin course for a longer period before I can honestly assess the
differences but after the amount of misinformation I've uncovered when searching for "Wellbutrin XL vs generics", I
think I'll pay the extra $ for the brand name and take with me a little peace of mind. A member of Df recently raised a
great question: are there differences between Wellbutrin (the name brand med) and it's generic counterpart
(Bupropion)?For. I was taking Wellbutrin XL MG by a generic made by GLOBAL PHARMACY. I practically came off
my rocker. I felt like I was on a swing, some sort of vertigo. Jan 17, - A day prescription of Bupropion HCL XL (the
generic version of Wellbutrin XL) would cost me less than $20 with my insurance. However, if wanted the name brand I
was told it would cost me $ out of pocket. So yes there is a huge monetary difference there. For a break-down of the
costs of generic vs.
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